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The One and Only Sting Ray barbell pad. The most revolutionary front squat 
device ever invented!

RRP: £55.00

Our Price: £32.00
You Save: £23.00 - 42 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sting-ray

Stretch cotton handwraps that are 4 metres long each (sold in pairs) and 50mm 
wide. If you require extra support, these are what you're looking for.

RRP: £7.99

Our Price: £5.00
You Save: £2.99 - 37 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-adult-handwraps

Heavy Duty Knee-wraps priced per pair and favored by world class strongmen 
Laurence Shahlaei and powerlifter Del McQueen.

RRP: £19.99

Our Price: £15.00
You Save: £4.99 - 25 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/grss-heavy-duty-knee-wraps

Highly supportive lifting wraps with soft padding and open-back for breath-ability 
whilst special pads are implemented on the palm to massively increase grip. 
Available in multiple sizes for the perfect fit.

RRP: £16.00

Our Price: £10.00
You Save: £6.00 - 38 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/power-lift-wrist-wrap

9" Leather speedball for club use. Ideal for use with the Club Adjustable Speedball 
Frame. 

RRP: £29.99

Our Price: £25.00
You Save: £4.99 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-club-speedball
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Economical, comfortable and tough. What else could you want from a weightlifting 
belt? Read our reviews and advice HERE.

RRP from: £16.99

Our Price £12.99
You Save: £4.00 - 24 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/weightlifting-belt

SPECIAL! 10 pairs for the price of 2 pairs. Equating to 50p per cast collar!

RRP: £39.90

Our Price: £9.99
You Save: £29.91 - 75 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/standard-cast-collars-10-pairs

Padded Lifting Straps are stocked by popular demand. Padded Lifting Straps are 
a bit of a funny one for us (Gym Ratz). First off, we're not great users of Lifting 
Straps - preferring to toughen up our grip-strength using aids such as Globe 
Gripz, Fat Bars, and hand grippers. Sometimes though, if 

RRP: £9.99

Our Price: £7.99
You Save: £2.00 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/padded-lifting-straps

The Impact GX-3 Series head guard has multi-adjustment at the top, rear and chin 
sections to ensure an exact and proper fit.

RRP from: £28.99

Our Price £15.00
You Save: £13.99 - 48 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impact-gx3-headguard
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The ArmaX-5 Series head guard is manufactured with genuine leather material 
with the non- impact areas made from our durable synthetic cross fibre material. It 
has multi-adjustment at the top, rear and chin sections to ensure a precise non-
slip fit.

RRP: £47.99

Our Price: £30.00
You Save: £17.99 - 37 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/arma-5-adjustable-headguard-green

Image Unavailable Designed for use on the FTS Flex Bench & The FTS Olympic Combo Bench to 
add extra functionality to your kit.

Price: £99.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-preacher-curl

Fat Grips are a simple and effective weight training aid that allows you to increase 
the grip dimension of your weight training bar

Price: £19.95

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/fat-grips

Robust and stylish, this stand can hold ten pairs of dumbells and with such a small 
footprint, it's a great addition to any facility. Note: Larger sets are supplied as 2 x 5 
pair racks due to dumbbell size and weight.

Price from£350.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10-pair-vertical-dumbell-rack

The Sabre X-5 Series head guard is manufactured with genuine leather material 
with the non- impact areas made from our durable synthetic cross fibre material. It 
has multi-adjustment at the top, rear and chin sections to ensure a precise non-
slip fit.

RRP from: £47.99

Our Price £30.00
You Save: £17.99 - 37 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sabre-5-adjustable-headguard

Excellent knuckle protection provided by the Carbon Claw inner mitt/boxing wrap

Price £13.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/boxing-gel-wraps-gloves
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A brilliant training aid for drawing in and countering those knee and elbow strikes, 
this generously padded leather Thai pad can absorb and deflect even the 
strongest forces and at the same time features that Carbon Claw quality that is 
sure to last!

Price: £69.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/leather-curved-thai-pad

The Carbon Claw sabre speedball measures 8 inches in length which allows for a 
slightly larger area to practice and hone those boxing skills on. The outer shell is 
made from a durable cross fibre synthetic material that incorporates a sewn in 
rubber inflatable bladder with a butile valve to minimis

RRP: £26.99

Our Price: £22.00
You Save: £4.99 - 18 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/carbon-claw-speedball-sale

The CX-7 Series head guard is manufactured from the best supple leather goat 
hide materials and incorporates the latest gel layer padding to dissipate the power 
of the punches on contact.

RRP: £54.99

Our Price: £34.99
You Save: £20.00 - 36 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/cx7-adjustable-headguard
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